BUILD A BRIDGE THROUGH LANGUAGE

Through a new AFT+ benefit at an amazing price, AFT members can sign on to Rosetta Stone’s award-winning language programs.

Rosetta Stone’s immersion approach carries you naturally into speaking, understanding and making new connections through another language.

Dialogue is at the center of the Rosetta Stone technique; from the first lesson, it takes you along the path to interactions that open hearts and minds, and prepare you for today’s global world.

AFT members, in all our varied activities, are dedicated to serving humanity. Rosetta Stone can help us through:

- Work
- Travel
- Volunteering

For $99 a year, you can study a language on your computer, tablet and smartphone, on your own schedule, anytime and anywhere.

Rosetta Stone PRO at $139 a year offers these basic features as well as access to live tutoring sessions with native-language speakers, games and activities.

Courses in 30 languages are available.

www.aft.org/rosettastone

DISCOUNT CODE: AFT